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GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

TMC Flu Shot 
Badge Pick-Up 
 

TMC Flu Shot Badges 
For those of you who were unable to pick up your flu badge Thursday from TMC Occ 

Health, you may pick up your badge from Ms. Kim Kalaiwaa on Gold 4 starting Monday, 
November 9, between the hours of 8:00am and 4:00pm. 

 

  
 

                                           WELLNESS  

Niloofar’s  
Wellness Tip 

Niloofar is on vacation, so this section will return on November 23rd, 2015!  

Things to do in 
KC This Week 

Things to Do in KC This Week 
(Compiled from around the web.  These are not UMKC sponsored or sanctioned events) 

 
Niloofar is on vacation, so this section will return on November 23rd, 2015!  

 

For more events, visit Ink Magazine’s online, searchable calendar: http://calendar.inkkc.com/ 
and Kansas City on the Cheap:  www.kansascityonthecheap.com (which also has great deals 
and coupons!) 

Wellness 
Council 

Wellness Council  
The purpose of this group is to promote wellness here at the SOM, both through lighter 
activities like Tea Time and Smoothie Days, and through awareness campaigns to promote 
national health observances and reduce stigma surrounding mental health.   
 

NEXT MEETING!:  Tuesday, November 10th, 2015 at 5:30PM 

  

 
SCHOLARSHIPS 

http://calendar.inkkc.com/
http://www.kansascityonthecheap.com/


Financial 
Literacy Article 
of the Month 

The Diderot Effect: Why We Want Things We Don’t Need — And 
What to Do About It 

The famous French philosopher Denis Diderot lived nearly his entire life in poverty, but that all 
changed in 1765. 
Diderot was 52 years old and his daughter was about to be married, but he could not afford to 
provide a dowry. Despite his lack of wealth, Diderot’s name was well-known because he was 
the co-founder and writer of Encyclopédie, one of the most comprehensive encyclopedias of the 
time. 
 
When Catherine the Great, the emperor of Russia, heard of Diderot’s financial troubles she 
offered to buy his library from him for £1000 GBP, which is approximately $50,000 USD in 2015 
dollars. Suddenly, Diderot had money to spare.  
Shortly after this lucky sale, Diderot acquired a new scarlet robe. That’s when everything went 
wrong.  

The Diderot Effect 
Diderot’s scarlet robe was beautiful. So beautiful, in fact, that he immediately noticed how out of 
place it seemed when surrounded by the rest of his common possessions. In his words, there 
was “no more coordination, no more unity, no more beauty” between his robe and the rest of his 
items. The philosopher soon felt the urge to buy some new things to match the beauty of his 
robe.  
He replaced his old rug with a new one from Damascus. He decorated his home with beautiful 
sculptures and a better kitchen table. He bought a new mirror to place above the mantle and his 
“straw chair was relegated to the antechamber by a leather chair.” 
These reactive purchases have become known as the Diderot Effect. 
The Diderot Effect states that obtaining a new possession often creates a spiral of consumption 
which leads you to acquire more new things. As a result, we end up buying things that our 
previous selves never needed to feel happy or fulfilled. 
 

Why We Want Things We Don’t Need 
Like many others, I have fallen victim to the Diderot Effect. I recently bought a new car and I 
ended up purchasing all sorts of additional things to go inside it. I bought a tire pressure gauge, 
a car charger for my cell phone, an extra umbrella, a first aid kit, a pocket knife, a flashlight, 
emergency blankets, and even a seatbelt cutting tool. 
Allow me to point out that I owned my previous car for nearly 10 years and at no point did I feel 
that any of the previously mentioned items were worth purchasing. And yet, after getting my 
shiny new car, I found myself falling into the same consumption spiral as Diderot.  
You can spot similar behaviors in many other areas of life: 
You buy a new dress and now you have to get shoes and earrings to match. 
You buy a CrossFit membership and soon you’re paying for foam rollers, knee sleeves, wrist 
wraps, and paleo meal plans. 
You buy your kid an American Girl doll and find yourself purchasing more accessories than you 
ever knew existed for dolls. 
You buy a new couch and suddenly you’re questioning the layout of your entire living room. 
Those chairs? That coffee table? That rug? They all gotta go. 
Life has a natural tendency to become filled with more. We are rarely looking to downgrade, to 
simplify, to eliminate, to reduce. Our natural inclination is always to accumulate, to add, to 
upgrade, and to build upon. 
In the words of sociology professor Juliet Schor, “the pressure to upgrade our stock of stuff is 
relentlessly unidirectional, always ascending.”  
 

Mastering the Diderot Effect 
The Diderot Effect tells us that your life is only going to have more things fighting to get in it, so 
you need to to understand how to curate, eliminate, and focus on the things that matter. 
Reduce exposure. Nearly every habit is initiated by a trigger or cue. One of the quickest ways 
to reduce the power of the Diderot Effect is to avoid the habit triggers that cause it in the first 
place. Unsubscribe from commercial emails. Call the magazines that send you catalogs and opt 
out of their mailings. Meet friends at the park rather than the mall. Block your favorite shopping 
websites using tools like Freedom. 
Buy items that fit your current system. You don’t have to start from scratch each time you 
buy something new. When you purchase new clothes, look for items that work well with your 

http://jamesclear.com/habit-triggers
http://jamesclear.com/link/freedom


current wardrobe. When you upgrade to new electronics, get things that play nicely with your 
current pieces so you can avoid buying new chargers, adapters, or cables. 
Set self-imposed limits. Live a carefully constrained life by creating limitations for you to 
operate within. Juliet Schor provides a great example with this quote… 
“Imagine the following. A community group in your town organizes parents to sign a pledge 
agreeing to spend no more than $50 on athletic shoes for their children. The staff at your child’s 
day-care center requests a $75 limit on spending for birthday parties. The local school board 
rallies community support behind a switch to school uniforms. The PTA gets 8o percent of 
parents to agree to limit their children’s television watching to no more than one hour per day. 
Do you wish someone in your community or at your children’s school would take the lead in 
these or similar efforts? I think millions of American parents do. Television, shoes, clothes, 
birthday parties, athletic uniforms-these are areas where many parents feel pressured into 
allowing their children to consume at a level beyond what they think is best, want to spend, or 
can comfortably afford.” 
—Juliet Schor, The Overspent American 
Buy One, Give One. Each time you make a new purchase, give something away. Get a new 
TV? Give your old one away rather than moving it to another room. The idea is to prevent your 
number of items from growing. Always be curating your life to include only the things that bring 
you joy and happiness. 
Go one month without buying something new. Don’t allow yourself to buy any new items for 
one month. Instead of buying a new lawn mower, rent one from a neighbor. Get your new shirt 
from the thrift store rather than the department store. The more we restrict ourselves, the more 
resourceful we become. 
Let go of wanting things. There will never be a level where you will be done wanting things. 
There is always something to upgrade to. Get a new Honda? You can upgrade to a Mercedes. 
Get a new Mercedes? You can upgrade to a Bentley. Get a new Bentley? You can upgrade to a 
Ferrari. Get a new Ferrari? Have you thought about buying a private plane? Realize that 
wanting is just an option your mind provides, not an order you have to follow. 
 

How to Overcome the Consumption Tendency 
Our natural tendency is to consume more, not less. Given this tendency, I believe that taking 
active steps to reduce the flow of unquestioned consumption makes our lives better. 
Personally, my goal is not to reduce life to the fewest amount of things, but to fill it with the 
optimal amount of things. I hope this article will help you consider how to do the same. 
In Diderot’s words, “Let my example teach you a lesson. Poverty has its freedoms; opulence 
has its obstacles.”  

-James Clear 
 

Scholarship Thomas W. Loeb, MD Scholarship 
 
Eligibility: This scholarship award is available to students with a physical or a learning 
disability.  
 
Amount: $2,000:  The award which will be distributed among three students; there will be one 
award of $1,000 and two awards of $500. 
 
Requirements:  Students will be requested to create a graphic on the subject of self-esteem; 
the requirements for the graphic will be provided upon submission of the application request. 
 
To Apply: Students must apply through the website, at http://thomasloebmd.com. There is one 
section on the homepage (scroll down) titled “Thomas Loeb, MD Scholarship;” students may 
contact us via this portal to apply. Upon receiving their request we will send qualified applicants 
a Scholarship Application Form and confirmation email with all the details and information 
necessary to apply for the scholarship awards. 

Scholarship Concussion Awareness Scholarship 
 
Amount: $1,000 
Eligibility:  ANY graduate or undergraduate student (future or current) <u>that has been 
accepted or attends</u> a community college, technical/trade college, or university may apply. 
Application:  http://www.thepassrusher.com/concussionawareness.html  

http://jamesclear.com/vexillology
http://jamesclear.com/book/the-overspent-american
http://jamesclear.com/kierkegaard-limitations
http://jamesclear.com/kierkegaard-limitations
http://thomasloebmd.com/
http://www.thepassrusher.com/concussionawareness.html


 
Contact Robin Hill at hillrob@umkc.edu with questions. 

 

Scholarship Cole County Medical Society Scholarship 
 
Amount: Up to $5,000 
Eligibility: 

 Must be a 5th or 6th year student 

 Must have graduated from high school in either Cole, Moniteau or Osage county in 
Missouri 

Deadline: January 2, 2016 
Application: Contact Robin Hill 
 
Contact Robin Hill with questions or for the (816)235-1807 or hillrob@umkc.edu 
 

Scholarship Buckfire & Buckfire, P.C. 2016 Medical School Diversity 
Scholarship 

Amount: $2,000 
Eligibility:  

 Year 3 – 6 students with at least a 3.0 GPA 

 Must be a member of an ethnic, racial or other minority OR demonstrate a defined 
commitment to issues of diversity within their community 

Deadline: April 1, 2016 
 
Apply at http://www.buckfirelaw.com/library/medical-school-diversity-scholarship-2016.cfm 
 
Contact Robin Hill with questions (816)235-1807 or hillrob@umkc.edu 

  

OPPORTUNITIES 

Hospital Hill at 
Harvesters 

Hospital Hill Volunteers at Harvesters 
  

The School of Dentistry and the Hospital Hill Student Leadership Committee have 

organized an opportunity for Hospital Hill students to help out at Harvesters. Come out 

for a good cause and get to know some of your fellow students on the Hill. The event 

will take place on November 18th from 6-8 PM. We will be sorting canned foods and 

goods for those who are less fortunate. Harvesters is located at 3801 Topping Ave., 

Kansas City, MO 64129.  

  

Please RSVP at the link below by November 13th if you will be able to volunteer. We 

unfortunately have only 30 spots available, on a first come-first serve basis, so please 

RSVP as soon as possible.  

 https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/T67HBH8 

  
If you have any questions, please e-mail me at lcjgg7@mail.umkc.edu 

  

Thank you, 

  

Luke Joliff 
UMKC School of Dentistry 
Class of 2017- Team 3 
lcjgg7@mail.umkc.edu 

mailto:hillrob@umkc.edu
mailto:hillrob@umkc.edu
http://www.buckfirelaw.com/library/medical-school-diversity-scholarship-2016.cfm
mailto:hillrob@umkc.edu
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/T67HBH8
mailto:lcjgg7@mail.umkc.edu
mailto:lcjgg7@mail.umkc.edu


Partners in 
Health-Engage 
KC 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Primary Care 
Leadership 
Program 

 

 

PCLP APPLICATION OPENING 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2015 
Faced with an increasing shortage of primary healthcare professionals in the 
United States, the GE-NMF Primary Care Leadership Program (PCLP) develops 
future leaders in the field of primary care to increase access for the nation's most 
underserved communities. 

 

 
View Program Details and Requirements 

Eligibility & Awards 
PCLP candidates are students from underrepresented minority groups and/or 
socioeconomically disadvantaged backgrounds.  Applicants must be enrolled as 
Medical 1st or 2nd year students (3rd and 4th year in the 6-year program). PCLP 
Scholars each receive a $5,000 scholarship stipend, which is expected to cover 
travel, living, and lodging expenses incurred during program participation. 
 

Interested in becoming a part of the 
2016 PCLP Scholar cohort? 

The 2016 PCLP application cycle will open on Monday, November 2nd. PCLP 
candidates will need to submit a complete application through nmf.fluidreview.com. 
Visit our Application Checklist to learn about the required documents. All application 
materials must be submitted by January 31, 2016. 
Contact pclpinfo@nmfonline.org to get more information about the program and the 
application process. 

http://www.nmfonline.org/pclp?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=PCLP+Application+Announcement&utm_content=PCLP+Application+Announcement+CID_b6dd46b18db2f23cad12389d8aa9a7f0&utm_source=Email%20marketing%20software&utm_term=Click%20here%20to%20visit%20our%20website%20to%20learn%20more%20about%20the%20GE-NMF%20PCLP
http://www.nmfonline.org/pclp?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=PCLP+Application+Announcement&utm_content=PCLP+Application+Announcement+CID_b6dd46b18db2f23cad12389d8aa9a7f0&utm_source=Email%20marketing%20software&utm_term=Click%20here%20to%20visit%20our%20website%20to%20learn%20more%20about%20the%20GE-NMF%20PCLP
http://testtest.cmail2.com/t/i-l-thjjlhd-itktltluu-y/
http://testtest.cmail2.com/t/i-l-thjjlhd-itktltluu-j/
mailto:pclpinfo@nmfonline.org


Global Health 
Conference 
Midwest – Call 
for Research 

 

Global Health 
Conference 
Midwest 

 



Diabetes 
Research 
Centers 

 



Vanderbilt 
Research 
Opportunities 

 

  

STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEETINGS AND OTHER EVENTS 



AMA 

 

EMIG 

 



Gold Humanism 
Honor Society  

Gold Humanism Honor Society Nominations 
  
UMKC's chapter of the Gold Humanism Honor Society (GHHS) is now welcoming nominations 
for the 2016 induction class! Nominations are open to Year 5 medical students and any 
residents or faculty physicians who have demonstrated excellence in clinical care, leadership, 
compassion and dedication to service.  
  
*Please see the attached nomination forms (attached to the In the Know email).  
  
STUDENT NOMINATIONS email to umkcghhs@gmail.com.  
  
RESIDENT AND PHYSICIAN NOMINATIONS email to Dr. Carol Stanford at 
stanfordc@umkc.edu. 
  
*THE DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS IS NOVEMBER 13, 2015. Nominees will be notified, 
and a request for a written personal statement and CV can be expected after. Final selections 
will be made thereafter.  
  
Thank you for your time and dedication to fill out this application. We look forward to working 
with the incoming inductees!  
  
Sincerely,  
Gold Humanism Honor Society  

Hospital Hill 
Diversity 
Scholarship 
Dinner and 
Dance 

 

mailto:umkcghhs@gmail.com
mailto:stanfordc@umkc.edu


Tedx UMKC 

 
Announcements 

Format 

 

Policy for In the Know Announcement Submissions 
 

1) All submissions must be in JPG format (if the announcement is a flyer). PDF and 
Word documents must be converted to JPG before being emailed to 

shahmohammadin@umkc.edu 
 

2) If the announcement is a text only announcement, please include it in the body of 
your email. Please use black font only and include a title for your announcement 

such as “Emergency Medicine Interest Group”. 
 

3) If an announcement includes incorrect information (such as an incorrect date or time), 
and that week’s In the Know has already been sent out, a revision for your specific 
announcement will not be sent out to the school. The only time a correction email 

will be sent out is if the error is on the part of Student Affairs (mistyped or forgot to 
include an announcement). 

 
Submissions which do not meet the new requirements will be returned to sender 
requesting the appropriate edits. The announcement may then be resubmitted to 

shahmohammadin@umkc.edu for inclusion in the In the Know. 
 

4)  To be included in the following Monday’s “In the Know”, announcements must be 
submitted by 5PM the prior Thursday. 

 
To submit information for the next Student Affairs Weekly Announcement, send an email 

to Niloofar Shahmohammadi at shahmohammadin@umkc.edu. 

 

mailto:shahmohammadin@umkc.edu
mailto:shahmohammadin@umkc.edu
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